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Problem / Solution
Solar Photovoltaic (PV) technology has shown significant development in recent years and this has led to
many UK homeowners investing in Solar PV installations. Solar electricity is green, renewable energy
which doesn't release any harmful pollutants. People want to reduce their carbon footprint and reduce
their gas and electricity bills, they can achieve this through Solar PV technology.
The problem:
At the moment any surplus energy produced from the Solar PV system, people either sell back to the grid
(for shocking rates, so it’s barely worth it) or they use it around the house to try and decrease other utility
bills.
More and more people are getting Solar PV systems installed and instead of selling the extra energy back
to the grid, they use it to heat water and as a result lower their gas bill. The surplus energy generated from
the solar panel is used by the immersion heater to heat the water.
Most households have been fitted with a 3kW immersion heater; it may not be possible for the Solar PV
system to generate that much spare energy. 3kW is quite high and therefore may over load the spare
energy available.
Currently the only option for homeowners with high kW immersion heaters is to purchase a 1kW or 2kW
immersion heater and hire an electrician and plumber to remove and replace their existing one. However,
this can be very time consuming and very expensive and this is where homeowners may consider just
selling the surplus energy back to the grid.
The solution:
ECO2 Water Heating System. The package includes a Clip-on sensor, an Intelligent Solar Switch and
a Power Reducer.
The Intelligent Solar Switch monitors the household power; and recognises if the power is being
imported or exported. It then automatically switches ON the immersion heater only when enough spare
power is being exported. The intelligent switch will also recognise if there is a change in weather
conditions and/or other appliances are switched ON around the house, it will then turn off the immersion
heater, ensuring the water is only heated using the power generated by your PV system. The unit is fully
tested and ready setup, so NO site programming or setting up, simply fit and forget.
Through one of the Power Reducer units, the immersion heater runs at halve the power (kW) and gently
heats the water. So a 3kW immersion heater becomes 1.5kW and 2kW immersion heater becomes 1kW.
Over a day, you will get a full tank of hot water for free.
The ECO2 Water Heating System allows homeowners to use surplus energy generated by the Solar PV
system to heat water for free. Over the period of a year, the system can significantly reduce the gas bill.
Dependant on usage & solar power system size, your potential savings could be up to £200 per year. All
products are designed and manufactured in the UK. They are easy to install and very cost effective.
For further details see product datasheets or contact our technical sales team on:

01908 567003 / sales@amelec-uk.com

About Us
Originally formed in February 1975, AMELEC remains a wholly owned British manufacturing company. Over the past
35 years we have supplied a wide range of tried and tested signal conditioning equipment to many industries within
both the public and Private sectors and have gained in-depth understanding of product application. We therefore
know what works and what does not. Using this knowledge we are able to ensure the products we offer to our
customers are ‘fit for purpose’ and best value for money.
Our design, manufacturing and test facilities are all in Milton Keynes, England. We have well established and
trustworthy business relationships with sub-contractors, manufacturers and suppliers both here in the UK and
worldwide. Dependent upon our customers’ requirements, we are able to respond to their wants and needs quickly
and efficiently, ensuring the best return on their investment.
Our design & everyday application engineering principles used in the instruments are based on well-tried linear
operational amplifier circuitry, proven in use for over thirty years. Each instrument can be considered as a number of
functional blocks assembled together to produce a specific control function. By combining these functional blocks
together we have produced a comprehensive range of Trip Amplifiers, Transmitters, Signal Converters / Isolators,
Signal Splitters/Boosters, combined Trip Transmitters, Arithmetic (Add / Subtract / Select / Multiply / Divide) units,
Power Supplies, Strain Gauge, Frequency & AC I/V Transducers, Transformers as well as HART compatible units.
A wide range of these instruments have no time dependent or microprocessor circuitry and have been independently
accessed & verified for use in SIL 1, 2 or 3 (IEC61508) rated safety systems/loops.
Our facility in Milton Keynes operates in accordance with UKAS certified ISO 9001:2008 quality system. Any
outsourced production and services are from approved organisations holding ISO 9001:2008 Quality Management
certification. We have been awarded 100% score in quality accreditation by the Achilles-UVDB verify scheme.
Instrumentation manufactured by Amelec Instruments is covered by up to 10 year warranty.
To confirm that the instruments are compliant with the latest standards, AMELEC have submitted a range of
instruments with all the various circuit blocks in them to the test houses. The reference / standards used at the test
houses have been:- the CEGB’s EES1989, the BS6667, IEC801. We offer RFI Protection to the IEC61000-4-3
standard.
Our vast client base is spread across all process industry sectors; originally to the likes of the CEGB, BNFL, GEC,
British Gas, ICI, BP & Shell, today AMELEC continues to supply quality instrumentation to the Nuclear, Power
Generation, Rail, Oil & Gas, Chemical, Pharmaceutical, Petrochem, Utilities, Food & Brewery sectors, as well as to
many other general manufacturing industries & the Water Authorities throughout.

Here are some of our clients:

Important: The above diagram is for general guidance only, this may change depending on site situation and therefore Connect the
equipment according to current IEE regulations and separate all Wiring according to IEC1010.

* Only fit power reducer if required otherwise connect N/O direct to immersion heater.
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